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 I hear and I forget.

 I see and I remember.

 I do and I understand.

h ?              𝛾 ?

(What would Confucius do to understand 
heat transfer and activity coefficients?)





 Measure Ts, Ps, flow rates.

 Determine Uo, ho, hi.

 Explain hi dependence on water rate.

Brass pipe

Steam condensing

Cold water
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hi and ho obtained from 

C1 and C2 (slope and 

intercept)



 Tedious.

 T but  hi when water rate .

 Why?  No physical insight.

 What is hi anyway? 

 q = h A T  doesn’t describe the process.



 As a pre-lab exercise, solve:

to give visual representation of the 
temperature and velocity profiles.

 Integrate along boundaries to evaluate 
average (measured) temperature, velocity, 
and heat flux.
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• Combining simulation with experiment and theory 
makes the physical process and the mathematics 
“come alive”.

• Visualizing the details of the pressure, 
temperature, and velocity profile lets the student 
“see inside the equipment”.

Experiment

Theory Simulation



• Finite Element Software Solves Differential 
Equations in Specified Geometry. 

• Research Modeling Tool, e.g. fuel cells, lab-on-
a-chip biosensors, packed bed reactors.

• Featured Modeling Tool in “Applied 
Mathematics in Chemical Engineering” Course 
(numerical techniques, how to develop models).

• Reinforcing Fundamental Concepts in 
Undergraduate Courses (using developed 
models to gain physical understanding). 



Multiphysics: velocity 

determined from Navier 

Stokes is used in energy 

balance

Student can select 

equations and boundary 

conditions to use.



Tin = 

45 oC

Twall = 100 oC






dsv

dsTv
Tout

)(

Calculated Tout agrees with 

measured Tout
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1 = condensed steam,  2 = brass pipe,  3 = boundary layer,  4 = turbulent bulk

(heat exchanger now arranged vertically with axial symmetry)

Simulation Results Illustrate Temperature 

Profile and Resistance to Heat Transfer

TA

q
h






 “I liked that it was visual, hands-on, and 
self-paced” 

 “taught me outlet T versus flow rate”
 “good visualization that could not be 

achieved through a book…much better than 
just equations”

 “the meaning of inside and outside heat 
transfer coefficients … how boundary layers 
provide the most resistance to heat 
transfer”

 “more heatx type prelabs or similar reports”
 “liked the heat exchanger pre-lab module, 

opportunity for feedback”



• 1st Implementation offered “optional” simulations –
American students didn’t use them.

• Students reported a perceived increased in 
understanding in subsequent “required” 
implementations.

• Compared pre and post quizzes and final written and 
oral laboratory reports of students who used the 
simulations against control groups who did not – there 
was no significant difference in critical thinking among 
these groups.  Attributed to small sample size and 
confounding issues (variations in students and 
multiple paths to learn the material).



• Force Concept Inventory (FCI) developed by 
Hestenes et al. revealed robust 
misconceptions.

• Mazur found that even Harvard University 
physics students had misconceptions and weak 
physical understanding – began a revolution to 
teach concepts.

• Concept inventories have been developed and 
used to measure understanding of fluid 
mechanics, thermodynamics, heat transfer and 
other engineering fundamentals.



Fluid Mechanics Concept Inventory (FMCI) developed by 
Martin et al.

V1, P1                                                  V2, P2

FIGURE 1.   CONVERGING PIPE.

Water flows through a pipe and enters a section where the cross sectional 
area is smaller as shown in Figure 1.   Select the letter of the correct 
statement about the change in pressure (P) and the average velocity (V).

A.  P2 is less than P1 and V2 is greater than V1
B.  P2 is less than P1 and V2 is less than V1
C.  P2 is greater than P1 and V2 is less than V1
D.  P2 is equal to P1 and V2 is greater than V1



Chemical Engineering Sophomores,  

University of Cape Town.                     24 % correct

Chemical Engineering Seniors, 

Worcester Polytechnic Institute.           28 % correct

Consistent with norms among major universities.    
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• Built simulations of fluid flow situations with 
COMSOL Multiphysics®.

• Homework assignments required students to 
study the simulations via a tutorial and 
answer quiz questions online.

• Repeated 8 question FMCI diagnostic as 
online homework within three days of 
studying the simulations.

• Repeated 8 question FMCI on paper 6 weeks 
later.



Velocity field in converging pipe Pressure along centerline 
of converging pipe

Students encouraged to experiment with different inlet 
conditions, fluid properties, etc.  and study pressure and velocity 
profiles in different locations, etc.  



Assuming we have fully developed laminar flow of 
water with Vavg = 0.04 m/s, the Hagen-Poiseuille
(Equation 4) result for the pressure drop over the 
last 0.06 m of our converging pipe (D = 0.01 m 
here) would be:

a:  0.554 Pa
b:  0.763 Pa
c.  0.911 Pa
d.  1.051 Pa

Students “measured” the pressure 
drop and compared to H-P result.
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http://comsol-server.wpi.edu/app-lib
User Name: Guest01, Guest02, …Guest99
Password: Gibbs

Click here

Apps are self contained learning modules.  No 
need to learn COMSOL software. 

http://comsol-server.wpi.edu/app-lib






 Both were effective for reviewing 
fundamentals for UO lab class.

 Apps were easier to use via access from any 
web browser.

 Most students preferred apps, but some 
preferred manipulating the pre-built COMSOL 
models using the software directly.











• COMSOL Multiphysics® simulations are useful 
as virtual experiments and pre-lab exercises 
particularly because they provide visual 
representation of detailed results.

• Student satisfaction and perceived learning 
improvement were positive. 

• Simulations proved to have a positive short 
term effect especially for problems that 
benefit from visualization.

• Simulations may also have a positive longer 
term effect.



• COMSOL Server is a convenient way to deliver 
online learning materials.

• New thermodynamic feature is very useful.

• Chemical engineering application library at 
http://comsol-server.wpi.edu/app-lib

http://comsol-server.wpi.edu/app-lib


Experiment

Theory Simulation





Where does running a computer simulation fall? 



6.  Two very long plates, with a layer of water between them, are pulled in 
opposite directions as shown in Figure 4.  There is no imposed pressure 
gradient in the direction of flow and the velocities in the water are laminar and 
due only to the motion of the plates.  Select the letter that best represents the 
velocity profile (distribution of the velocity of the water with distance) inside 
the water layer.

Students did 
poorly before 
and after the 
course, but 
did well after 
the 
simulation.



• 66 Unit Ops lab students used apps to review heat 
transfer fundamentals and used pre-built COMSOL 
models and detailed tutorials to review fluid flow 
fundamentals.

• Both groups showed improvement between pre and 
post diagnostic tests.  They improved about the 
same amount.

• Apps took slightly longer to produce than models 
with associated tutorials.

• Apps with built-in quizzes were convenient self-
contained learning modules deliverable to any 
browser.




